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1 Introduction
Deliverable 4.10, “Enrichment and isolation of key metabolically active microorganisms,” has
the objective to obtain cultured representatives ecologically relevant to subsurface
operations, possibly from the field sites available to the S4CE consortium. This workflow is
associated with Work Package 4: Sample and Fluids Characterization.

1.1 General context
The terrestrial subsurface is a reservoir of microbial life, with the deep biosphere serving as
an important driver for the earth’s carbon and energy cycles. In aquifer environments,
lithology constrains the abundance and activity of the native microbial community1.
Physiochemical properties driving community structure and function include nutrient
availability, pH, temperature, hydrostatic pressure, pore size, and dissolved salts.
Microbes capable of living in extreme environments often partition along chemical gradients,
deriving energy from substrate disequilibria2. The subsurface is subject to two major driving
gradients; surface inputs from the biosphere migrating to depth, and byproducts sourced
from the geosphere diffusing upwards. Surface inputs include organics and oxidized
substrates such as oxygen and nitrate, which microorganisms can utilize for aerobic (O2) and
anaerobic (NO3-) respiration in the upper portions of the shallow subsurface1. To satisfy the
carbon requirement needed for the synthesis of biomolecules, microbes can utilize organic
compounds, as well as available CO2.
Microbes living deeper in the subsurface are likely to rely more on compounds produced
abiotically through geologic processes to satisfy their metabolic requirements. Abiotic
production of low molecular weight organic acids such as formate and acetate in subsurface
environments provides an additional niche for microbial metabolism. Sources of reduced
sulfur (e.g., H2S, S0, S2O32−) and iron (e.g., Fe2+, FeS) also fuel microbes by supplying potential
energy sources3. The current paradigm of subsurface microbiology, the deep hydrogen-driven
biosphere hypothesis4, proposes that acetogenic (acetate-producing) bacteria, acetoclastic
(converting acetic acid into methane) archaea, and autotrophic methanogens (methaneproducing) consume abiotic, deep crustal H2 as an energy source, coupled with CO2 fixation.
Chemolithoautotrophs, organisms deriving both energy and carbon from inorganic sources,
could be considered as the primary producers in the deep terrestrial biosphere through the
conversion of inorganics into bioavailable carbon.
Of the small fraction of microbes that have been cultured to date, due to the sampling
difficulty of the subsurface and complex microbial growth requirements, there remains a
scarcity of isolates from the deep biosphere capable of being grown under laboratory
conditions. It is estimated that less than 2% of the total bacteria on earth can be cultured in
the laboratory using traditional methods, and despite the ubiquity of prokaryotes within the
deep biosphere, it is estimated that only 0.1% have been cultivated5,6. Hence why alternative,
culture-independent molecular methods are utilized to study microbial communities in their
entirety. While molecular techniques can be used to identify a great deal about microbial
community structure, metabolism, and physiology, they are limited in the information they
provide about microbial growth requirements and need to be grounded in culture-dependent
studies. Studying microbial isolates under controlled conditions allows for determination of
enzymatic activity, growth optima, and gene expression under different stimuli, etc., which
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can be linked back to activity and ecological roles under in situ conditions. Such a task is
possible within the S4CE consortium because of the access to several field sites, some of
which are expected to be prone to host microbial communities.

1.2 Deliverable objectives
Our aim was to investigate new metabolic groups of thermophilic prokaryotes, mainly
lithoautotrophic microorganisms involved in sulfur and/or carbon cycles with the ability to
resist or tolerate one or multiple stressors (Fig. 1). These organisms may be involved in the
production or mitigation of poisonous H2S or CH4, have the potential to metabolize gases
during injection, the ability to mobilize toxic metals, the ability to produce gasses, and
therefore could be linked to biofouling under conditions favorable to growth.
Within the scopes of the S4CE consortium, the objectives of this deliverable were to:
A. Enrich and isolate novel strains of bacteria and archaea derived from the Carbfix1 and
Nesjavellir sites with expected resistance to various extreme conditions (e.g., temperature,
pressure, heavy metals)
B. Sequence the whole genome of up to 5 new metabolic groups of Archaea and Bacteria
involved in sulfur and/or carbon cycles
To isolate novel microbial species from the subsurface with the adaptive capacity to metabolize
geogasses, we focused culturing efforts on two ecologically significant lithotrophic bacterial
groups: (a) iron-oxidizing bacteria and (b) hydrogen-oxidizing species.
Iron oxidizing bacteria (FeOB) are abundant throughout the world and are found in different
bacterial phyla, such as Firmicutes and Nitrospirae, but the majority of them belong to the
Proteobacteria phylum. They can derive energy from the oxidation of ferrous iron (Fe2+) to ferric
iron (Fe3+) coupled to the reduction of molecular oxygen or nitrate. Within the Proteobacteria
phylum, they can be classified into four main physiological groups: (i) acidophilic, aerobic iron
oxidizers; (ii) neutrophilic, aerobic iron oxidizers; (iii) neutrophilic, anaerobic (nitrate-dependent)
iron oxidizers and (iv) anaerobic photosynthetic iron oxidizers. In pH neutral and oxygen-rich
water, ferrous iron can be rapidly and abiotically oxidized. Therefore, aerobic, neutrophilic iron
oxidizers can be found in the interface between oxic and anoxic zones, such as groundwater rich
in ferrous iron with low oxygen concentrations7. The pilot study of gas injection at the Carbfix1
site has shown that carbon dioxide injection into basaltic rocks created a favorable ecological
niche for the development of Gallionelaceae family members8. This family contains Gramnegative, neutrophilic, chemolithoautotrophic, aerobic iron oxidizers. Among seven genera
within Gallionelaceae, the most significant response to the gas injection was observed for genera
Sideroxydans and Gallionella. Neutrophilic iron oxidizers are well known because they cause
technical problems by clogging filters and drainage systems, spoilage of well waters and water
quality issues associated with ferric iron precipitates. Ferric iron produced after ferrous iron
oxidation can co-precipitate with hazardous metal such as lead, nickel, copper, chromium,
cadmium and cobalt, efficiently removing them from the water. Therefore, these bacteria also
have the potential to be used in bioremediation of polluted groundwater9.
In contrast to FeOB, which are found at the oxic-anoxic interface, hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria
can be found in anoxic portions of the subsurface, decoupled from the need for oxygen.
Hydrogen is produced by a number of abiotic processes including radiolysis, serpentinization,
graphitization, and cataclasis of silicate, and also occurs as a byproduct of biological processes
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including fermentation, anaerobic carbon monoxide oxidation, phosphite oxidation, and
nitrogen fixation10. Hydrogen gas has a low reduction potential, making it a highly energetic
electron donor when involved in processes such as methanogenesis, acetogenesis, sulfate-,
sulfur- and iron (III) - reduction, aerobic hydrogen oxidation, dehalorespiration, fumarate
respiration, and denitrification10. Hydrogen can also be generated during the corrosion of steel,
frequently used in sub-surface geo-energy infrastructure; in fact, hydrogen-consuming
microorganisms have been tied to corrosion, especially pertinent to subsurface operations.
In fulfillment of Objective B of the current deliverable, we initiated large-scale isolation
experiments from terrestrial subsurface aquifer samples at the Icelandic field sites available to
the consortium, with a focus on both the iron- and hydrogen-oxidizing bacterial isolates and
sequenced isolate’s genomes.
Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is the process of determining the complete DNA sequence of
an organism's genome, the entire genetic material of an organism11. WGS requires harvesting a
large quantity of high molecular weight DNA from lab-grown isolates in order to generate
enough sequences of length and quality to complete the genome, and allows for the
reconstruction of metabolic pathways, as well as bacterial genetics and evolution analyses.
When paired with metagenomic analysis, genomes can be mapped to reveal abundance and
distribution within the comprehensive DNA dataset. WGS of our bacterial species can reveal
metabolic requirements and adaptive mechanisms of subsurface microorganisms.

Figure 1. Simplified overview of sampling strategy for obtaining microbial isolates

2 Methodological approach
In the vicinity of the Carbfix1 gas injection site, located 3 km SW of the Hellisheidi power plant
in SW-Iceland, 4 wells were chosen at a distance from the injection site where the influence
of gas migration after injection was not detected via the recovery of tracers. Hence, the goal
was to sample subsurface aquifer communities unperturbed by the gas injection event. Well
number HK12 was drilled down to a depth of 200 m, and reaches a shallow, oxygen-rich
aquifer. The other three wells extend into a deep aquifer present from 400-800 meters below
surface, with well depths of 900 m (HK26), 800 m (HK31), and 700 m (HK34). The groundwater
profile during monitoring in previous years showed oligotrophy inherent to most subsurface
systems12. Wells are subject to increasing geothermal influence at depth, with a steeper
geothermal gradient experienced on the eastern-most wells. An additional 5 wells were
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sampled from an aquifer at the neighboring Nesjavellir geothermal field, where gas injection
is scheduled to commence in the year 2021. Sampling from Nesjavellir presented another
opportunity to obtain cultures across a well-defined gradient of geothermal influence from a
similar field site.
An established sampling procedure was followed to obtain groundwater from subsurface
aquifers at Carbfix1 and Nesjavellir8. In brief, wells were flushed by continuous pumping of
groundwater at ~ 11 s−1 using a downhole pump 24 hours prior to sampling to ensure sampling
of fresh groundwater. Sterile ¼’’ HDPE tubing was connected to each wellhead and flushed
for 30 minutes. 50 mL sterile Falcon tubes were filled with well water, minimizing exposure
to air. Samples were transported to the laboratory for culture medium inoculation could be
carried out under aseptic conditions. In brief, plated cultures were inoculated with 0.1 mL
well water using the spread plate method13, and liquid media were inoculated with 0.5 mL
well water via syringe. Inoculated culture media was incubated at 25C, 35C, and 55C in the
dark, and monitored daily for growth. Once colonies (plates) or turbidity (liquid media) were
visible, cultures were stored at 4C.

2.1 Isolation and culturing of FeOB
Culture medium. Neutrophilic iron-oxidizing bacteria were isolated using semi-solid gradient
tubes, following the procedure described by Emerson and Floyd14. The gradient tubes are
composed of two layers: the top layer with the semi-solid mineral media and the solid bottom
layer also called iron plug, which serves as the iron source (Fig. 2). In these tubes, opposing
gradients of ferrous iron (from the iron plug) and oxygen (from the headspace) are generated,
that creates a favourable environment for neutrophilic FeOB which are limited to grow at
oxic-anoxic boundaries.
The two layers are prepared separately. In our approach, the bottom
layer contained 1% (w/v) high-melt agarose (type II medium EEO,
Sigma-Aldrich) and an equal volume of Wolfe’s mineral medium
(MWMM) and FeS solution. We prepared the stock solution of Wolfe’s
mineral medium (MWMM), Wolf’s mineral solution (JCM 151) and FeS
solution according to the protocol (1). MWMM contained for one liter
of H2O: 1 g NH4Cl; 0.2 g MgSO4·7H2O; 0.1 g CaCl2·2H2O, 0.05 g K2HPO4
and 10 ml of JCM151. Wolf’s mineral solution (JCM 151) contained for
one liter of H2O: 1.5 g nitrilotriacetic acid, 3 g MgSO4·7H2O, 0.5 g
MnSO4·H2O, 1 g NaCl, 0.1 g FeSO4·7H2O, 0.1 g CoSO4·7H2O, 0.1 g CaCl,
0.1 g ZnSO4·7H2O, 0.01 g CuSO4·5H2O, 0.01 g AlK(SO4)2·12H2O, 0.01 g
H3BO3, 0.01 g Na2MoO4·2H2O, 0.001 g Na2SeO3 (anhydrous), 0.01 g
Na2WO4 ·2H2O, 0.02 g NiCl2·6H2O. FeS stock solution was prepared
under the hood by heating 300 ml of H2O milliQ to 50°C and adding
separately 46.2 g of ferrous sulfate FeSO4·7 H2O then immediately 22.35
g of sodium sulfide Na2S·9 H2O.
The 500 ml bottle was filled to the top with heated water. After several Figure 2. Diagram of
FeS gradient tube
hours the water was replaced at least 5 times and the neutrality of pH
was verified. The top layer contains 0.15% of low-melt agarose dissolved in the MWMM.
Media prepared for the top and bottom layers were autoclaved and afterwards, 1.5 ml of
bottom layer was immediately distributed into each sterile culture tube aseptically, and
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cooled on ice, followed by the addition of 7.5 ml of semi-solid top layer. The procedure for
the liquid version of the gradient tube preparation was the same as described for semi-solid
medium, with the omission of agarose from the top layer. Tubes were immediately stoppered
and flushed with filtered gas (0.2 m pore size) to replace the headspace. The composition of
the headspace air for FeS/O2 gradient tubes was N2:CO2:O2 79:20:1 and for FeS/NO3- is
N2:CO2 80:20 with 4 mM of potassium nitrate added to the aqueous layer. Inoculation and
transfer of 0.2 ml of bacteria on gradient tube were done using stab method15, through a
stopper with 1 ml syringe and a 10 cm long needle. Cultures were incubated at room
temperature in the dark and monitoring daily for signs of growth. Growth was determined by
HK-26
the presence of an orange band of iron oxide missing in the
negative control which
represents
Negative
Transfer
microbial species that had migrated to a biologically-suitable level of oxygen and iron2(Fig 3).
(1 month of growth)
Through selecting single bands for transfer each time, species positioned at a different level
of the tube would be transferred separately.

Microscopy. To verify growth and to measure
cell density, cultures were sampled for
Bacterial growth
after 1 month
epifluorescent nucleic acid staining. Cells
were stained with 0.0005% of acridine orange
then visualized with an epifluorescence
microscopy, as described by Emerson and
Moyer14. Acridine orange is a cell permeable
Figure 3. (left) negative control and (right)
organic compound which can intercalate
microbial
culture showing iron oxides where
within dsDNA and emit green fluorescence
microbial growth occurred after 1 month (red arrow)
when excited at 525 nm. As a positive control
to test growth medium efficacy, we used Ferriphaselus amnicola, (culture collection number:
DSM26810, JCM18545) a neutrophilic, mesophilic, microaerobic iron oxidizer, which was
isolated from a groundwater seep in Ohyato Park, Tokyo, Japan 16. An uninoculated medium
served as a negative control.
DNA Extraction. After 20 days of growth, cells had reached 1.875 x 106 cells/ml density and
DNA extraction was performed from liquid gradient tubes. 180 mL of culture was collected
and washed with salted buffer (100 mM TrisHCl pH8, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM EDTA pH8) to
remove the iron (III) oxyhydroxides attached to the microbial cells. DNA was extracted from
the cell pellet using the DNeasy PowerLyzer kit (Qiagen, n°12855) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
16S rRNA gene amplification. The 16S rDNA gene was amplified using 4 ng of extracted DNA,
0.5 µM dNTP, 0.5 µM and primer pair (518F) 5'-CCAGCAGCYGCGGTAAN-3'/ (926R) 5'CCGTCAATTCNTTTRAGT-3'
or
universal
bacterial
primer
pair
(p8F):
5’AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-3’/ (p1493R): 5’-TACGGCTACCTTGTTACGAC-3’), 2U/ µl of Phusion
enzyme and 1x Phusion HF buffer in a final volume of 30 µl, according to the Phusion
protocol17.
The cycles composing our PCR procedure were: 1 cycle of denaturing at 98°C for 60 seconds,
followed by 35 cycles of denaturing at 98°C for 10 seconds, annealing at 57°C for 30 seconds,
elongation at 72°C for 30 seconds. 1 cycle of final extension was at 72°C for 5 minutes, and
PCR product was kept at 4°C until use.
The quality and size of PCR product was verified by electrophoresis on an agarose gel 1% (w/v)
in 1X TAE buffer (40 mM Tris base, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8), stained with
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ethidium bromide and visualized under UV light. The amplicon DNA concentration was
quantified using the QuantiFluor Quantus Fluorometer and its purity assessed by NanoDrop
spectrophotometer 260/280 and 260/230 ratios using a PCR water blank. PCR products were
diluted according to specifications and were sent to Genewiz for Sanger sequencing.
16S rRNA gene phylogeny. Geneious prime software (version 2020.1.1) was used to analyse
the Sanger sequencing trace files, which are generated by the sequencing company (Genewiz)
and contained information on the quality of the sequences and the chromatogram. The
forward and reverse sequences for isolate FeOB-HK31 were assembled into an individual
consensus sequence of 408 bp which was compared to the sequences available in the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant nucleotide collection (nr/nt)
using the Megablast algorithm18. The 10 best hits of the BLAST search for isolate were aligned
with the query sequence using SeaView (version 5.0.1.), a graphical user interface for multiple
sequence alignment and molecular phylogeny19. The MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment
program was used to align the sequences, which were manually refined. A phylogenetic tree
was constructed with the Maximum-Likelihood method using 500 iterations.

2.2 Isolation and culturing of Hydrogenophaga isolates
Culture Medium for Growth. Hydrogenophaga species were isolated on a sterile low-strength
organic solid medium R2A which contained for 1 liter of H2O: 0.5 g yeast extract, 0.5 g bacterial
peptone, 0.5 g casamino acids, 0.5 g dextrose, 0.5 g soluble starch, 0.3 g sodium pyruvate, 0.3
g K2HPO4, 0.102 g MgSO4·7 H2O, and 15 g agar, adjusted to pH 7 using HCl.
For the primary inoculum, 0.1 mL of freshly-sampled well water was spread over a petri plate
and incubated at room temperature in the dark. Colonies appeared after 1 week of
incubation; these colonies were individually picked and subject to quadrant streaking to
obtain individual colonies. A colony was picked and re-steaked 3 consecutive times to obtain
a pure culture (a single monoclonal isolate).
Cell Biomass for Genome Sequencing. To generate biomass for whole genome sequencing
(WGS), 15 ml of R2A broth medium was inoculated from an individual Hydrogenophaga
colony and incubated for 9 days at 20°C in the dark, shaking episodically during daily
monitoring. The large culture, for biomass production, was produced by inoculating 5 ml of
culture into 500 ml of R2A broth medium then incubating for 9 days at 20°C in the dark and
shaking episodically during daily monitoring. The cells were harvested by spinning at 5,600 x
g for 10 min at 4°C using centrifuge Sigma 4K15, rotor 12169H.
DNA extraction. After 9 days of growth, 10 mL culture were harvested via centrifugation at
5,600 x g rpm for 2 minutes at 25°C. The cell pellet was resuspended in 225 µl of Solution I
(50 mM Glucose, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0), followed by adding 75 µl of 0.5 M
EDTA. Cells were lysed with flash freezing in liquid nitrogen and thawed at room temperature,
this procedure was repeated three times. After the addition of 100 µl of lysozyme solution at
(4 mg/ml suspended in Solution I), the sample was incubated at 25°C for 15 min and agitated.
50 µl of SDS 10% was added followed by adding 800 µl of Phenol – Chloroform pH 6.7/8.0 to
the sample. After mixing and spinning at 5,600 x g rpm for 2 minutes at 25°C, the upper
aqueous solution was transferred to a new tube, then 800 µl of Phenol – Chloroform – Isoamyl
alcohol mixture (25:24:1) was added followed by mixing and spinning at 5,600 x g rpm for 2
minutes at 25°C. The upper aqueous solution was transferred to a new tube and 0.1 volume
of 3.0 M Na-acetate and 1 ml of 100 % ethanol for overnight DNA precipitation at -20°C.
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Samples were then washed with 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended in water. The quality
of DNA was verified by electrophoresis on an agarose gel (1%) in 1X TAE buffer (40 mM Tris
base, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8), stained with ethidium bromide and visualized
under UV light. The DNA was quantified using the QuantiFluor dsDNA System and its purity
assessed by nanodrop 260/280 and 260/230 ratios.
16S rRNA gene phylogeny. The 16S rRNA gene was amplified and sequenced using the same
methods as FeOB HK31. The forward and reverse sequences for the seven Hydrogenophaga
isolates were assembled into individual consensus sequences of 1406 base pairs long, which
was compared to the sequences available in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) non-redundant nucleotide collection (nr/nt) using the Megablast
algorithm18.
The 35 best hits of the BLAST search, in FASTA file, were aligned, manually refined, and used
to reconstruct the 16S phylogeny using the same methods that were used for FeOB HK31.
Abundance in total bacterial community. The 16S sequences from the four
Hydrogenophaga isolates were compared to short-read metabarcoding sequences from the
Carbfix1 wells to identify the abundance and distribution of isolates in the native
environment. ASVs under the taxonomic assignment “Hydrogenophaga” were extracted
from the total bacterial sequencing data for community analysis. From the isolate sequences,
the 5’ end of the full length of 16S region was trimmed to the position 518, which
corresponds to the beginning of variable region 4 (V4) and the first nucleotide of ASV,
whereas the 3’ end of 16S rRNA was trimmed to the position 926 which corresponds to the
end of variable region 5 (V5) of ASV. The phylogenetic tree was constructed with the PhyML
program, a phylogeny software based on the maximum-likelihood principle included in
SeaView. Branch support was estimated by bootstrap resampling using 500 iterations. The
resulting Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was then manually edited with FigTree
(v1.4.3).

3 Summary of activities and research findings
3.1 Isolation and characterization of FeOB
In semi-solid FeS/O gradient tubes, FeOB growth is usually characterized with the
development of a well-defined band of iron oxides in the medium, as observed for the positive
control (Fig. 4A, see growth of F. amnicola). Since the iron-oxidizing bacteria are usually
encrusted in iron oxides, and are not visible with optical microscope, we visualized them with
acridine orange staining and epifluorescence microscopy. For the positive control,
Ferriphaselus amnicola, we observed a large number of rod-shaped bacteria (Fig. 4B). These
iron-oxidizers belong to the Gallionelaceae family. They are described as Gram-negative,
short, gently curved rods (0.8-1.9 x 0.7-0.9 µm) that can produce stalks (20-200 nm wide)16.
In semi-solid FeS/O gradient tubes negative controls have also shown a diffuse spread of
oxides (Fig. 4A, see NEG), that can be due to abiotic iron oxidation. Indeed, although we did
not observe distinct cellular morphology such as bacilli or cocci, we did see fluorescent
minerals with no uniform shape (Fig. 4B).
2

2

After screening all rust-coloured bands, seen in the gradient tubes inoculated with the
samples collected from monitoring wells HK-12, HK-26, HK-31 and HK-34 and incubated at
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different temperatures, growth was identified in the gradient tubes of HK-31 incubated at
20°C in triplicate and have clearly shown the rod-shaped (Fig. 4B, see FeOB HK-31). The cells
were approximately 2 µm x 0.4 µm in size. The growth of these bacteria on semi-solid Fe /O
gradient tubes appeared more like a diffuse-spread of oxide than the well-defined rust
coloured band seen for positive control (Fig. 4A). This leads to the question of the metabolic
capabilities of the newly detected cultures, and their relationship with oxygen. We observed
the growth of HK31 FeOB on FeS/O2 and FeS/NO3- gradient tubes, suggesting they ability to
use ferrous iron as an electron donor and oxygen or nitrate as terminal electron acceptor and
carbon dioxide as a carbon source.
2+

2

Figure 4 A. Culturing on semi-solid medium Fe2+/O2 gradient tubes at 20°C. (left) NEG indicates the negative
control, or uninoculated medium, (middle) Ferriphaselus amnicola serves as a positive control, (right) FeOB HK31 Figure 4 B. Acridine orange staining and visualization by epifluorescence microscopy, visualisation of the
samples from semi-solid Fe2+/O2 gradient tubes incubated at 20°C for 10 days, (left) negative control is
uninoculated medium, (middle) positive control strain Ferriphaselus amnicola, (right) FeOB HK-31. Image above
is at 1000x total magnification using the WIB filter. The bottom three pictures are a close-up from one part of the
image above.

In order to identify the isolated FeOB from the well HK-31, we extracted gDNA, amplified the
sequences coding for 16S rRNA and sent them for sequencing to Genewiz. Several attempts
to sequence the PCR products of the full length of 16S rDNA (amplified with universal primers
B8F and U1492R) failed, possibly due to non-matching sequences of the primer. However, the
408 bp sequenced region of V4-V5 of the 16Sr DNA with metabarcoding primers 518F and
926R allowed us to identify the bacteria at phylum-, class-, and potentially genus-level. Using
NCBI database, the best hit for V4-V5 region of 16S of FeOB-HK31 was Phreatobacter sp.
61DPR27 with 88.73% similarity for 77% query cover (Table 1).

Table 1. The best hits (using the NCBI nr/nt database) for 408 bp V4-V5 sequence of FeOB-HK31

Species
Phreatobacter sp. 61DPR27
Phreatobacter sp. Strain NMCR1094
Bosea sp. Strain JM-4

Accession number
KP182152.1
MH282932.1
MN220508.1
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The phylogenetic tree with the closest cultured representatives shows that FeOB HK-31
clusters between branches of Phreatobacter and Bosea species belonging to the class
Alphaproteobacteria (Fig. 5). Phreatobacter is a recently described genus, that comprise only
3 species and is not assigned to any specific family nor order. They were isolated from
ultrapure water of the water purification system of a power plant 20, from piece of wood in a
lava cave21, or from a cathode of microbial fuel cell22. These environmental bacteria were
isolated on R2A medium and described as Gram negative, strictly aerobic, non-sporulating
rods, capable to reduce nitrate. The members of genus Bosea are assigned to the family
Bradyrhizobiaceae and have been isolated from a variety of sources such as root nodules23 or
hospital water supplies24. In the current standards to delineate a new species, by comparing
the full length 16S rRNA gene (~1500 bp), sequence similarity has to be below 98.7% to closest
cultured relative, and to delineate a new genus, the 16S has to be < 95% sequence similarity
to the closest cultured relative25. To determine its phylogeny at the genus and species level
requires building a phylogenetic tree using the full length of 16S rDNA gene, and an analysis
of metabolism and physiology to determine if the isolate displays phenotypic deviations from
its relatives. The cloning of the full length of 16S rDNA of FeOB-HK31 sequence using TOPO
TA Cloning kit (K450002) is still in progress. Moreover, extracted genomic DNA was sent to
Duke Center for Genomic and Computational Biology for whole genome sequencing.
Comparative genomics study of the sequenced genome will allow us to get more insights of
its metabolism (e.g., iron oxidation, carbon fixation, respiration) by searching marker genes
indicative of potential metabolic pathways that could explain their adaptation to the
subsurface environments.

Figure 5. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of 408 bp fragment of the V4-V5 region of the 16S rRNA gene
of FeOB HK31.The robustness of the tree is estimated with bootstrap values, which is indicated with the coloured
numbers on the branches. The length of branch indicates the number of changes which took place from the node,
from which the branch originates. The phylogenetic tree was rooted with an outgroup Sphingomonas paucimobilis,
which belongs to the Sphingomonadaceae family within the class Alphaproteobacteria, iterations= 500.
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3.2 Isolation and WGS of Hydrogenophaga isolates
Seven strains were isolated on R2A medium from well HK-26 (i73, i78, i79s, i79l and i80, Fig.
6A) and well HK-12 (i82 and i83, Fig. 6B). Analyses of the 16S sequences from these isolates
allowed taxonomic assignment to the genus Hydrogenophaga (Table 2). To identify their
phylogenetic relationship with other Hydrogenophaga species, we built phylogenetic trees
based on 16S rDNA genes similarity between these isolates and the 35 best hits from BLAST
search. The first phylogenetic tree included cultured representatives (Fig. 7). The second tree
also included the sequences from uncultured bacteria (Fig. 8). For each phylogenetic tree,
isolates i73, is79, il79, i83 were clustering together, suggesting that they form a clade within
the genus Hydrogenophaga.
All best hits were found to belong to the Hydrogenophaga taeniospiralis species, showing that
this species is the closest cultured relative of i73, is79, il79, i83 isolates. Hydrogenophaga
taeniospiralis was isolated from soil near Barcelona, Spain, it grows optimally at 30°C26.

Figure 6. Hydrogenophaga colonies growing on Petri plates with R2A medium at room temperature from wells
HK-26 (A) or HK-12 (B).
Table 2. The best hits (using NCBI nr/nt database) for the 1406 bp fragment of the 16S rRNA gene of
Hydrogenophaga isolate i73

Species
Hydrogenophaga sp. PAMC20947
Hydrogenophaga taeniospiralis SE57
Hydrogenophaga taeniospiralis 4KRS9T6
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The best hit excluding uncultured sample sequences was the strain 4KRS9T6 with the
accession number MH478342.1; this sample had 98.69% for the 98% query coverage. These
values are just below the generally accepted threshold to delineate a new species, which is
98.7%, suggesting that the isolates i73, is79, il79, i83 may represent novel species within the
Hydrogenophaga genus.

Figure 7. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of full length 16S with Hydrogenophaga species from NCBI
databases. The cluster for the isolates is79, il79, i73, i83 is highlighted in yellow. The robustness of the tree is
estimated with bootstrap values, which is indicated with the color and the number on the branches. The length of
branch indicates the number of changes which took place from the node, from which the branch originates. The
phylogenetic tree was rooted with an outgroup Polaromonas glaciailis strain Cr4-12, which belongs to the
Comamonadaceae family, iterations= 500.
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Figure 8. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of full length 16S with best hits Hydrogenophaga species from
NCBI databases. The cluster for the isolates is79, il79, i73, i83 and uncultured bacteria is highlighted in yellow.
In the orange dashed box are the closest cultivable representatives. The robustness of the tree is estimated with
bootstrap values, which is indicated with the color and the number on the branches. The length of branch indicates
the number of changes which took place from the node, from which the branch originates. The phylogenetic tree
was rooted with an outgroup Polaromonas glaciailis strain Cr4-12, which belongs to the Comamonadaceae
family, iterations= 500.

Analysis of the best hits phylogenetic tree with BLAST best hits has shown that our isolates are
clustering together with clone FMWB26 (accession number: KF975530.1), clone RBC-2B
(AB583905.1), isolate cMM319-24 (AJ536813.1), and isolate cMM319-02 (AJ536811.1)
(Fig. 8). These four best hits of i73, is79, il79, i83 isolates all originate from subsurface
environments including: mine drainage water in Iran (clone FMWB26); groundwater from
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borehole MSB-2 at 79 m in Japan (clone RBC-2B) and from a magnesite mine in Austria
(isolates cMM319-24 and cMM319-02). It is likely that these Hydrogenophaga species belong
to a subsurface-specific clade. It has been shown that Hydrogenophaga species are
widespread in subsurface and were found in different environments such as Japanese deep
granitic aquifers27 or in contaminated groundwater with benzene in north-west England28. The
Hydrogenophaga new species to which our isolates belong could differentiate from other
Hydrogenophaga species by their capability to adapt to the subsurface. The bootstrap values
of the node containing isolates i73, is79, il79, i83 and the four best hits of uncultivable bacteria
was 99% showing the robustness of this branch (Fig. 8).
To obtain the abundance
and
distribution
of
isolates i73, is79, il79, i83
among the monitoring
wells of Carbfix-1 site, we
retrieved V4-V5 amplicon
sequencing variant (ASV)
from
previously
sequenced
metabarcoding data that
where fully matching 16
rRNA isolate sequences
when
possible:
we
aligned
the
regions
between the full length
Figure 9. Hydrogenophaga distribution and abundance at Carbfix1. ASVs
16S of isolates trimmed correspond to the V4-V5 fragment of the 16S rRNA gene. Colored sections
to the V4-V5 region and represent the relative abundance of ASVs with identical 16S sequences to the
ASVs
assigned
to bacterial isolates described in this study. Relative abundance is given as a
Hydrogenophaga
to fraction of the total bacterial community.
reconstruct
a
phylogenetic tree. Matching ASVs were used to analyse relative abundances of corresponding
isolates across time and wells (Fig. 9). The phylogenetic tree analysis revealed that isolate is79
is clustering together with ASV5 (Fig. 10). Moreover, the sequence alignment between is79
and ASV5 has shown that their sequences are identical (data not shown), suggesting that
ASV5 may correspond to the isolate is79 and that the distribution and the abundance on
Carbfix-1 site of this isolate is the same as it was observed for ASV5. This amplicon was found
in the deep monitoring wells HK-31 as well as HK-26, from which is79 was isolated. The
abundance of the ASV5 in the well HK31, over time, was relatively homogenous accounting
for 2-5 % of the community while in the well HK-26. During the autumn 2018, it belonged to
the second dominant species of Hydrogenophaga genus. Nevertheless, the alignment with
the 400 nucleotides-long metabarcoding data has less resolution compared to the full length
of 16S and does not resolve differences in the entire 16S rRNA gene or in the genome. For
example, we observed that the isolates i73 and i83 were clustering together with ASV3 (Fig.
10) and the alignment of these three sequences has shown that their region V4-V5 is identical
(data not shown). Whereas the comparison of the full length 16S between i73 and i83
revealed some differences between these two isolates, suggesting that i73 and i83 may
belong to the two different subspecies or species of Hydrogenophaga. The isolate i73
originates from the deep monitoring well HK-26, whereas i83 from the shallowest HK-12. The
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ASV 3 was mostly found in the monitoring wells HK-26 and HK-31. The abundance of this
amplicon on September 2018 in the monitoring well HK-26 was the highest, it could indicate
that the dominant Hydrogenophaga (sub)species was i73, which was isolated from this well,
but also this could reflect the presence of other (sub)species with the identical V4-V5 region,
including i83.

Figure 10. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of trimmed 16S sequences of Hydrogenphaga isolates with
metabarcoding V4-V5 tags. The cluster for the isolates is79, il79, i73, i83 and ASV 3, 5, 16, 22 is highlighted in
yellow. The robustness of the tree is estimated with bootstrap values, which are indicated with the colour and the
number on the branches. The length of branch indicates the number of changes which took place from node, from
which the branch originates, iterations= 500.

The reason why the Hydrogenophaga isolates were mostly observed in the deep monitoring
wells HK-26 (900 mbls) and HK-31 (800 mbls), could be explained by chemical and physical
properties of these wells. For example, temperatures measured in these wells were similar
(~17.5°C) whereas the temperature in the shallowest well HK-12 (200 mbls) was 5.8°C and
that in the deep well HK-34 (700 mbls) was 29.9°C. Indeed, the temperature can influence
bacterial growth by affecting the enzyme activity but also membrane fluidity. Moreover, this
microbial distribution can be also explained by the similar geological location of the
monitoring wells HK-26 and HK-31. For example, the hyaloclastite formations, abundant in
these two wells, can be the source of dihydrogen derived from abiotic processes sourced at
depth that can be used by these bacteria. Indeed, it has been shown that some
Hydrogenophaga species can grow chemolithoautotrophically using H as an electron donor26.
2

The reliability of the phylogenetic tree can be estimated with the bootstrap values, which
indicate the branch repeatability during the resampling of the dataset. The bootstrap value of
the cluster with four isolates and amplicon 3, 5, 16 and 22 is 50%, this value is below the
confidence limit generally set at 70-80%.
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4 Conclusions and future steps
Deliverable 4.10, “Enrichment and isolation of key metabolically active microorganisms,” had
the goal to obtain cultured representatives ecologically relevant to subsurface operations.
The objectives of this deliverable were to:
A. Enrich and isolate novel strains of bacteria and archaea derived from the Carbfix1
and Nesjavellir sites with expected resistance to various extreme conditions (e.g.,
temperature, pressure, heavy metals)
B. Sequence the whole genome of up to 5 new metabolic groups of Archaea and
Bacteria involved in sulfur and/or carbon cycles
In fulfillment of the first objective, we isolated iron-oxidizing bacterium FeOB-HK31, which
likely represents a novel genus or species of Phreatobacter, belonging to the
Alphaproteobacteria. FeOB HK31 is capable of oxidizing Fe (II) to gain energy while fixing CO2
into biomass and respiring either oxygen or nitrate. Isolated from borehole HK31, this
Phreatobacter species may derive reduced iron from the basaltic crust, nitrate or oxygen from
the aquifer groundwater, and CO2 from magmatic degassing. Its chemolithoautotrophic
lifestyle could play a key ecological role during primary production in the subsurface,
effectively linking together the carbon, iron, sulfur and nitrogen cycles. The 16S phylogeny
placed FeOB HK31 between genera Phreatobacter and Bosea in the class
Alphaproteobacteria. The closest cultured relative, Phreatobacter cathodiphilus was isolated
from a cathode22. If this species possesses the same capabilities, it may be able to derive
energy from metallic surfaces such as stainless steel, which has implications for problematic
processes such as corrosion. A full species characterization is currently underway, which
includes determining optimal growth conditions, testing alternative electron donors, terminal
electron acceptors, and carbon sources, and analyzing chemotaxonomy, including quinones,
fatty acids, and polar lipids. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is also being carried out, which
will aid in identifying alternative metabolic pathways used in situ and subsurface adaptations,
and ultimately help determine if FeOB HK31 represents a novel genus or species.
We have also isolated and sequenced the genomes seven novel strains of Hydrogenophaga
(isolates i73, i78, is79, il79, i80, i82, i83), which originate from the shallow monitoring well
HK-12 (i82 and i83) and from the deep monitoring well HK-26 (i73, i78, is79, il79, i80).
Phylogenetic reconstruction of the 16S rRNA gene placed these isolates in a subsurface clade
of Hydrogenophaga species, within a cluster proximal to Hydrogenophaga taeniospiralis.
These isolates likely represent several novel species or sub-species of Hydrogenophaga that
are highly abundant at Carbfix1 (as detected in the 16S metabarcoding analysis), especially in
deeper wells HK-26 and HK-31. They are likely tied to an environment enriched in hydrogen.
The redundancy of Hydrogenophaga in subsurface communities worldwide suggests that
they are indigenous and potentially widespread in the terrestrial subsurface. Pangenomic
analysis using the genomes of the seven isolates and a metagenome-assembled genome
(MAG) of Hydrogenophaga from this study is being performed to better understand the
isolates distribution and function within the native microbial community, and to uncover how
this species helps shape the dynamics of subsurface microbial populations.
Subsurface geoenergy operations utilize the properties of the natural environment to benefit
from subsurface-derived resources. Microorganisms exist at great depths, with drilling efforts
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opening a window to reveal microbial communities thousands of meters below the surface29.
Often, such communities exist under severe nutrient and energy limitations, drastically
reducing or suspending growth rates. Subsurface operations introduce perturbations into the
ecosystem, and in doing so, can prompt a biological response that could include biofouling
and biocorrosion events. Iron-oxidizing bacteria and hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria are groups
of microorganisms that have both been tied to biocorrosion. Some iron-oxidizers are capable
of depositing iron hydroxides (rust) extracellularly at a rate hundreds of times higher than the
abiotic equivalent30. These species would be of concern at shallow depths, where an
oxic/anoxic interface exists. Hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria, decoupled from the need for
oxygen for some species, can be found at greater depths. Hydrogenophaga are hydrogenoxidizing facultative autotrophs and can successfully outcompete with other bacteria on low
organics or in organic-free environments. They are highly abundant at depth at Carbfix1,
indicating they may be ecologically significant in the deep subsurface environment. The
isolation of novel iron- and hydrogen-oxidizing species allows us to study subsurface microbial
representatives under controlled conditions. We can use these cultures to understand which
conditions are permissive or limiting for growth, and their capacity for carbon, nitrogen, and
sulfur cycling. The novelty of the species, coupled with their metabolic repertoire adapted to
subsurface conditions will ultimately expand our understanding of the native subsurface
community functioning. Understanding microbial ecology as a function of depth and
geochemical regimes will help future subsurface operations to better work in harmony with
the native microbial community.
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